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(b)(3):10 USC 424,
SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1, BELOW.
TEXT: 1. (S//NF) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. MULLAH OMAR AND THE QUETTA SHURA
RECENTLY HELD A SERIES OF HIGH-LEVEL MEETINGS IN QUETTA, PAKISTAN TO
DISCUSS UNITING TALIBAN COMMANDERS IN AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN.
MULLAH OMAR EMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMANDERS STAYING WITHIN
THE GUIDELINES OF THE QUETTA SHURA, AND DISREGARDING MEDIA ACCOUNTS
ABOUT THE TALIBAN. MULLAH OMAR DOES NOT BELIEVE RECONCILING WITH THE
AFGHAN GOVERNMENT IS POSSIBLE.
2. (S//NF) MEETING OVERVIEW. THREE MONTHS AGO, MULLAH ((OMAR)),
ACCOMPANIED BY COLONEL [(b)(6)] AND COLONEL [(b)(6)], WENT TO QUETTA
[(b)(3):10 USC 424], BALOCHISTAN, PAKISTAN FROM AN UNKNOWN LOCATION.
HE STAYED AT [(b)(6)] HOME, WHICH IS LOCATED
NEAR THE OMAR FARUQ GREAT MOSQUE. [(b)(6)]
[(b)(6)] IS ONE OF MULLAH OMAR'S ACTIVE COMMANDERS. MULLAH
OMAR MET WITH THE FOLLOWING TALIBAN LEADERS AND COMMANDERS--
[(b)(6)]

3. *(SECRET)* Mullah Omar's Speech. At the meeting, Mullah Omar gave the following speech: --The enemies of Islam and the Taliban have recently been conducting propaganda against the leaders, and commanders of the Taliban and all Islam Mujahideen. They want the Taliban to break up and disband. They try to weaken and annihilate the trust between the commanders and Taliban, so the Americans and their servants can succeed in Afghanistan. For example, media and websites have spread differing claims that Mullah Omar is dead or has been killed by the Pakistanis. Sometimes, they claim that Mullah Omar is sick, and has emotional (mental) problems. On the contrary, you all see that I am not dead or sick. You don't listen to enemy propaganda. You should continue your righteous jihad; right will overcome wrong. This will enable us to salvage our country from American occupiers and their slaves. Taliban group commanders should admin.
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UNITE TOGETHER, AND CONTINUE THEIR JIHAD AGAINST THE INFIDELS.--
4. (S/N) 4.A. (S/N) (b)(6) DISOBEDIENCE.
MULLAH OMAR SINGLED OUT (b)(6) DURING THE MEETING FOR
DISOBEYING HIM. (b)(6) ONE OF THE COMMANDERS, IS A
MEMBER OF THE TALIBAN LEADERSHIP COUNCIL. HE COMMANDS FIGHTERS IN
HELMAND, KANDAHAR, FARAH [b](3):10 USC 424, AND BAGHIS
[b](3):10 USC 424, AFGHANISTAN. MULLAH OMAR WAS ANGRY THAT THE QUETTA
SHURA DID NOT AUTHORIZE THE SLAYING OF FOUR MINE CLEARING PERSONNEL
IN FARAH, WHO WERE KILLED ON [b](6) ORDERS BY ONE OF
(b)(6) HIS GROUP LEADERS. (b)(6)
(b)(6)
4.B. (S/N) MULLAH OMAR WARNED (b)(6) THAT IF HE
CONDUCTED ANY MORE ACTIVITIES THAT WERE NOT AUTHORIZED BY TALIBAN
LEADERSHIP AND THE QUETTA SHURA, HE WOULD BE DEALT WITH ACCORDING TO
SHARIA LAWS.
5. (S/N) SPECIAL MEETING. AFTER THE MAIN MEETING, MULLAH OMAR HELD
A SPECIAL MEETING WITH THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS IN A SEPARATE ROOM--
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

THE DETAILS OF THE MEETING WERE NOT NOTED.
6. (S/N) TURKISH TALIBAN MYTH. THE NEXT DAY, MULLAH OMAR SAID,
--THE INFIDELS HAVE RECENTLY BEEN SPREADING RUMORS THAT WITH THE HELP
OF NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES LIKE IRAN, PAKISTAN, AND SOME OTHER ISLAMIC
COUNTRIES, TALIBAN REPRESENTATIVES WANT TO OPEN AN OFFICE IN TURKEY.
THESE ARE PURELY LIES, AND PROPAGANDA AGAINST THE TALIBAN. EVEN IF
THERE WAS AN OFFICE IN TURKEY OR ANYHERE ELSE, THEY DO NOT REPRESENT
THE REAL TALIBAN, WHO ARE AT WAR WITH AMERICAN AND NATO FORCES. THE TRUE TALIBAN HAS NO PART IN ESTABLISHING SUCH OFFICES. THERE MIGHT BE SOME TALIBAN INVOLVED IN OPENING SUCH OFFICES, BUT THEY ARE THE ONES THAT SURRENDERED TO AMERICANS, LIKE WAKIL AHMAD ((MUTAWAKIL)), MULLAH SALAM ((ZAHIEF)), RAIS BAGHRAN MALLAH ABDUL ((WAHED)), AND SOME OTHERS. THESE SO-CALLED TALIBAN CAN NEVER REPRESENT THE REAL TALIBAN. --

7. [BLACKED OUT] MULLAH OMAR'S DEFiance. MULLAH OMAR WILL NOT NEGOTIATE ANYMORE WITH THE AFGHAN GOVERNMENT TO BRING ABOUT PEACE IN AFGHANISTAN UNTIL ALL FOREIGN FORCES FROM AFGHANISTAN HAVE BEEN REMOVED. THERE IS NO OTHER OPTION FOR THE TALIBAN, EXCEPT TO FIGHT AMERICAN AND NATO FORCES. AMERICANS ARE THE ENEMY OF ISLAMIC CULTURE AND RELIGION FROM OMAR'S PERSPECTIVE, AND THE AFGHAN GOVERNMENT'S COOPERATION WITH THE U.S. MAKES RECONCILIATION IMPOSSIBLE. AS SUCH, MAULAWI ABDUL RAZAQ SAID IN HIS SCHOLARS COUNCIL (SHURA-E-ULAMA) MEETING, --TAKE A LOOK AT THE INTERNET, THEY ARE SPREADING A LOT OF CONSPIRACIES ON TALIBAN LEADERS AND COMMANDERS WHO CONDUCT JIHAD ACCORDING TO THE ISLAMIC PATH. IF WE GET IN TOUCH, OR SURRENDER TO THE GOVERNMENT, AS MULLAH MUTAWAKIL, AND MULLAH ZAHIEF AND OTHERS HAVE DONE, THE GOVERNMENT WON'T GIVE US ANY POSITIONS, INSTEAD WE WILL BE PUT ON TRIAL BY THE AMERICANS. --
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